MODUL-AiR ANNEXE INSTRUCTIONS
Note: On all UK spec. caravans your AiR Annexe can only be fitted to the right hand side of your
Modul-AiR Base Unit, towards the back of the caravan and can be used in or out of the awning rail.
This will obviously depend on how you are using the awning, whether as a porch, or as a full
awning within the entire awning rail. Your AiR Annexe is technically a right hand side panel with a
built in sleeping/storage compartment. Sleeping Inner Tents are sold separately.
The Modul-AiR Base Unit to which the AiR Annexe will eventually be fitted to, must be fully
erected first with the original right hand side panel zipped in place, but NOT pegged down. This is
purely to establish the correct footprint from the start.
Tip! Before fitting your Annexe, slide approx. 10 grey ‘sliding pegging anchors’ onto the piping of
the PVC splashwall, positioning 3-4 on each side of the Annexe.
1. Remove the original side panel, remembering to unzip from the awning roof down to the
floor. Fold and safely store away into your awning bag.
2. If using your Annexe within the awning rail, feed the beading of the Air Annexe into the rail
from where the original side panel was fixed. Slide up to meet the Base Unit and fasten
the Annexe to the Base Unit using the buckle provided. (This will now take the weight of
the Annexe in the rail, leaving both hands free).
3. Close the zip of the Annexe to the Base Unit, making sure you start from ground level at
the front of the awning, closing the zip all the way back to the caravan wall.
4. Tip! Releasing a small amount of air from the Base Unit can help in freely taking the zip
slider from ground level, through its arc, back to the caravan wall. When done, remember
to re-inflate back to pressure again using you electric/foot pump.
5. With the Annexe zipped fully closed to the Base Unit you are now ready to peg the 4
corners of the AiR Annexe, thus creating its footprint. (Note: This MUST be done before
any attempt to inflate the AiR Annexe). Start by pegging the front corners of the Annexe at
point B, diagram 1 (both sides), ensuring that points A & B remain at right angles to the
front of the awning. Point B must NOT be pegged in line with the front of the awning. (See
image shown). Now peg points C & D ensuring all 3 sides are pulled taught. (Please note
that if the AiR Annexe is used in the back of the awning rail, the Annexe will need to sit at a
slight angle of approximately 5 degrees away from the caravan. This is to avoid any
creases appearing in the roof. Point D should therefore be pegged a couple of inches
further away from the caravan to compensate). Assuming you are on a fairly level pitch,
try to use the same rung on each pegging ladder at all 4 corners. If your pitch is uneven,
adjustments to each rung you use for pegging may be needed.
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6. We now move to the inside of your AiR Annexe, diagram 2. Note the ‘O’ Ring that is fixed
to each end of the Annexe’s AiR beam. Place a small 4” mushroom peg through each ‘O’
ring and peg as near to points B, diagram 1 (on both sides) as possible. If your pitch is on
hard standing you may need a longer metal peg to secure these two points.
7. Check that the inflation valve is in the locked position and using the same setting of ‘30’ on
your Electric Pump, inflate the air beam. Assist in the lifting of the Annexe during inflation.
8. Refer to original Base Unit instructions for exact details regarding pumps and valves.
9. Peg the remaining anchors on all 3 sides of the Annexe and fit an Inner Tent if required.
See separate Inner Tent Instructions.
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Diagram 2 - Internal
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